Circular

Subject: Re-engagement of Contractual Teachers in DoE Schools.

The process of re-engagement of contractual assistant teachers and subject-specific TGTs, who were engaged in DoE school in the year 2014-15, shall be done on-line wef 13-7-2015. Detail instructions in this regard have already been issued vide circular nos, F.N.DE(29)UEEM/Access/2015-16/3489-99 and F.UEEM/2015-16/4593-4604 dated 15/5/2015 and 3/7/2015. The concerned teachers may contact their respective DDEs/DPOs to seek further information in this regard.

This issues with the prior approval of the competent authority.

Office Supdt.
SSA

Copy to:-
1. P.S to S.P.D.
2. All DPOs/DDEs of District
3. All BURCCs/AAOs of District.
4. O.S (IT) to place the copy of above circular on portal.

Office Supdt.
SSA